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Brooklyn Bridge Beach: Feasibility Study 

Ms. Jones,  

In accordance with the Ocean and Coastal Consultants Engineering, PC, a COWI 

company, (OCC|COWI) proposal dated March 21, 2014 and the notice to proceed 

from SHoP Architects PC (SHoP) dated August 4, 2014, and notice to resume dated 

March 17, 2015, OCC|COWI has concluded the Brooklyn Bridge Beach Feasibility 

Study. The Principal Client is the New York City Economic Development Corporation 

(EDC); Ocean and Coastal Consultants Engineering, PC (OCC|COWI) is acting as 

the Engineer and is contracted by SHoP Architects PC. OCC|COWI is providing this 

letter report to detail the work completed during Task 2 – Feasibility Study.  

OCC|COWI has performed a feasibility study examining the potential use of the 

project site as a recreational water access facility. Prior to this study, the East River 

Blueway Plan provided an abstract concept of the site containing a sandy beach, tidal 

fauna plantings, a tidal lagoon for wading, kayak launching, and public accessibility. 

This feasibility study builds upon the East River Blueway Plan and the work 

completed in Task 1 of this project, a summary of which was provided in a memo 

from OCC|COWI dated September 17, 2014.  This study includes an objective 

assessment of the East River Blueway Plan by discussing the following topics: 

• Stability of the site by natural processes, including sea level rise 

• Artificial measures to stabilize and/or expand the site 

• Impact on benthic habitat and species 

• Impact on vessel navigation 

• Impact from nearby development 

• Environmental regulation implications 
 

OCC|COWI performed the feasibility study using qualitative methods in accordance 

with published and recognized industry standards to obtain a cursory understanding 

of the natural processes. Hydrodynamic modeling, sediment transport modeling, and 

other numeric modeling tools were not included as part of this study. 

SHoP Architects 

11 Park Place Penthouse 

New York, NY 10007 

 

Attn: Ms. Catherine E. Jones, Senior Design Associate 

 

Via Electronic Submittal 

cej@shoparc.com  
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The study highlights elements which either support or hinder the Blueway Plan as it is 

currently envisioned. This letter summarizes the information gathered, analysis, and 

results of the feasibility study. Finally, OCC|COWI has provided recommendations on 

the components proposed by the Blueway Plan. 

Blueway Plan 
The East River Blueway Plan (Blueway Plan), spanning from the Brooklyn Bridge to 

38th Street, consists of a number of individual components intended to open up this 

under-appreciated waterfront area while also fortifying the low-lying area against 

storms and sea level rise. The goals of the Blueway Plan are: 

• Engaging the River 

• Planning for Resilient Neighborhoods 

• Improving Community Access 

• Creating Waterfront Continuity 

 

Figure 1: Brooklyn Bridge Beach and vicinity, as envisioned in the East River Blueway Plan 

Brooklyn Bridge Beach, envisioned as seen in Figure 1, is identified as one of six 

priority projects, highlighted for its potential to engage the river by providing public 

access to the naturally occurring beach beneath the Brooklyn Bridge.  Specifically, in 

this location, the Blueway Plan seeks to restore natural shoreline conditions and 
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reduce the prevalence of bulkheads, add buffers to slow water speed and reduce 

wave action and create safe access for and improve the beach area in order to 

provide a boat (kayak or other small craft) landing and swimming access.    

Blueway Plan Excerpt: 

1. Restore Shoreline and Decrease Bulkhead Conditions 

Interest in human-powered boating as well as swimming in the river has grown 

in the past decade. On Manhattan’s West Side, New Yorkers’ increased 

interest in experiencing the city from the water is reflected in the growth of 

kayak and canoe launches at Hudson River and Riverside Parks. While there 

are eight kayak launch sites in Manhattan along the Hudson River, only two 

are available along the East River, neither of which are in Manhattan. Today, 

there are few possibilities for swimming near the East River. More than 94% of 

the area’s shoreline is hard bulkhead and pile foundation, creating barriers to 

accessing the water. Brooklyn Bridge Beach, the only naturally occurring 

beach along the site, is in high demand from the community as an access point 

into the water and has similarly been pinpointed by the boating community as a 

natural kayak launch site. While this sandy area is a permitted kayak landing 

site, it is not publicly accessible due to reasonable concerns around the East 

River’s strong currents and wave action, which are at times unsafe for 

swimmers and kayakers.  

2. Create Safe Access and Improve Beach Area For Boat Landing and 

Swimming 

Preserving the beach and making it publicly accessible as a designated 

landing and launch site for human-powered boats, as well as a place for 

walking on sand and touching the water requires designing ways to maintain 

and supervise this access. The concept design combines railing and gates with 

amphitheatre-style steps from the esplanade to the beach that function as both 

seating and landing for kayaks. Brooklyn Bridge Beach offers the opportunity 

to create a launch site without having to build a dock or any other complicated 

infrastructure. Challenges and potential health risks relate to the proximity to a 

combined sewer overflow (CSO) outfall, a Coast Guard security zone, and an 

active navigation channel, and washed up debris impairing safe access. 
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Figure 2: Rendering of Brooklyn Bridge Beach, as proposed by the East River Blueway 

Plan 

The waterfront area adjacent to the natural beach would benefit from access to 

safe outdoor swimming and wading. Shallow wading pools utilizing filtered river 

water can be places for sunning, water play and education about water safety. 

To ensure the active management and supervision of the site, the project 

proposes an urban beach concession, a lido, under the FDR Drive viaduct 

adjacent to the pools. This affordable amenity for the public would include 

restrooms, showers, changing areas, lockers, facilities to rent towels, and a 

place to buy snacks. The lido operator would manage access and supervision 

to the wading pools, the facilities and beach. 

3. Add Buffers to Slow Water Speed and Wave Action 

The East River’s tides and currents are of concern when proposing programs 

that promote human activity on and in the water. Depending on the time of day 

or month, weather, and nearby boat use, tidal and current patterns vary widely, 

but can be predicted nonetheless. Periods of lower flow, known as slack tides, 

are relatively safer than peak flow. These patterns can inform planning 

decisions, identifying when conditions are safer for waterborne activity to 

occur. Because of safety considerations, informational signage on currents and 

slack tide patterns should be provided for recreational boaters in conjunction 

with making the beach publicly accessible. Placement of salt marsh planters in 
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the river will reduce the wave action for incoming kayakers and be part of a 

buffer system to prevent large debris from reaching the beach. 

Blueway Plan Assessment 
The following section summarizes the assessment of the Blueway Plan proposed 

improvements of Brooklyn Bridge Beach. 

Stability of the site by natural processes 
Brooklyn Bridge Beach is subject to movement of the sediment in the littoral zone by 

currents and waves. The primary movement occurs along the shore, known as 

longshore transport. Currents flow in both directions through the river, which is 

caused by differential water elevations between New York Bay and the Long Island 

Sound from tidal influence. The beach is also subject to wave energy from the wakes 

of passing vessels and from wind generated waves.  

The nearest tidal record is located approximately 1 mile away at the Battery and can 

be used to represent conditions at the beach. The water level fluctuates 

approximately 4.5 feet between mean high water and mean low water. Current 

predictions at the Brooklyn Bridge show a peak ebb current and peak flood current of 

3.4 knots.  

The beach, seen in Figure 3, is generally sand with debris of various composition 

scattered throughout. Subsurface borings on the east side of Pier 17 indicate that 

sand/silt layer sits atop a layer of silty sand. Bathymetry of the areas immediately 

north and south indicate a generally consistent profile which slopes from -8' to -30' 

(NAVD88) between the bulkhead and the Brooklyn Bridge pier. A depression is 

located directly offshore of the beach which may be a result of local scour caused by 

eddies from the bridge pier.  

 

Figure 3: Looking North toward Brooklyn Bridge Beach 

Combined Sewer Outfalls (CSO) are located immediately north and south of the 

beach.  Historic aerial imagery, as late as 1980, shows both a shore parallel wharf 
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below Brooklyn Bridge and an adjacent shore perpendicular pier immediately north of 

Brooklyn Bridge1.  Historic Navigation charts, such as the excerpt seen in Figure 4, 

show a fixed pier around the western bridge pier of the Brooklyn Bridge in the vicinity 

of Brooklyn Bridge Beach.  This pier was removed between the 1982 and 1984, 

according the historic navigation charts.  Derelict concrete piles with exposed rebar, 

the remnants of these historic structures, are visible on the northern end of the beach 

during lower phases of the tide.  The existing remnants would need to be located and 

removed to provide a safe area for public interaction. 

 

Figure 4:Excerpt from NOAA Chart 12335-4, published 1982, showing a fixed pier around the 

west pier of Brooklyn Bridge in the vicinity of Brooklyn Bridge Beach. 

The existing beach appears to be in a state of dynamic equilibrium typical of exposed 

beaches.  Aerial imagery of Brooklyn Bridge Beach from 1987 to 2014 was examined 

and showed that the beach is persistent in nature if not in aerial extent or 

configuration. While tide levels vary in the pictures, the beach is apparent in all 

photographs.   

Potential modifications to the existing beach profile are likely to change its 

equilibrium.  The existing source of sand is unknown; as most of the East River 

                                                      
1 http://www.historicaerials.com/ 
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shoreline is comprised of bulkheads or other hard structures, the sand is not likely to 

be originating from a nearby source.  Without accompanying intervention, additional 

placement or removal of sand is likely to be negated by natural processes and the 

beach would return to its existing dynamic condition, growing and shrinking as 

current and wave forces act on it.  The stability is influenced by the ebbing and 

flooding tides and boat wakes. Placement of various interventions, such as 

breakwaters, wave fences or offshore islands are likely to change the existing 

stability of the beach and typically cause accretion (typically updrift of the structure) 

and/or erosion (typically downdrift of the structure); however, due to strong both ebb 

and flood currents offshore of the beach, it is difficult to predict the erosion/accretion 

patterns without additional modeling.  Detailed hydrodynamic and sediment transport 

models as well as a sediment budget analysis should be included as part of the 

design process for any of the proposed interventions; additional information on the 

design and implementation of the potential interventions is found below.   

Sea Level Change 
OCC|COWI examined the projected sea level change at Brooklyn Bridge Beach 

using the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Sea Level Change Curve 

Calculator2 and compared them to currently published values from the New York City 

PlaNYC's Climate Risk Information 2013: Observations, Climate Change Projections 

and Maps3 report.    

Sea level change projections for the site, seen in  

Table 1 for both the USACE and PlaNYC values, are expressed relative to the 

baseline period.  Figure 5 shows a graphical interpretation of the sea level rise 

projections.  The PlaNYC report uses the period from 2000 to 2004 as its published 

baseline; the USACE Sea Level Change Curve Calculator allows the user to select 

the baseline year as input; for consistency, the year 2002 was selected as the 

USACE model baseline year for this report. For consistency, 2025 and 2055 were 

selected as the USACE model years to compare to the PlaNYC 2020s and 2050s 

values, respectively. The USACE values are calculated from Gauge 8518750 at the 

Battery, NY, using regionally corrected values to account for both global sea level 

change as well as local land subsidence. Additional technical detail can be found in 

USACE Engineering Manual "EM-1165-2-212, Sea Level Change Considerations for 

Civil Works Programs" which contains additional technical detail about the 

development of this model.  

                                                      
2U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Sea Level Change Curve Calculator is available 

online at: http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm Values of Sea Level Change 

were obtained online on March 23, 2015. 
3http://www.nyc.gov/html/planyc2030/downloads/pdf/npcc_climate_risk_information_

2013_report.pdf 
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Table 1: Range of Sea Level Change Projections, 50 and 100 Years 

 USACE Low 

Curve, Sea 

Level 

Change (ft) 

USACE 

High Curve, 

Sea Level 

Change (ft) 

PlaNYC 

Low-

Estimate 

(ft) 

PlaNYC 

High-

Estimate 

(ft) 

Baseline(2002/2000s)) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 Years (2025/2020s) 0.22 0.59 0.17 0.92 

50 Years (2055/2050s) 0.50 1.95 0.58 2.58 

 

Based on these values, the USACE and PlaNYC show good agreement over the time 

period of interest.  Both models indicate that sea level change is a factor that should 

be considered in the development of Brooklyn Bridge Beach.  
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Figure 5: Relative Sea Level Rise Projections at Brooklyn Bridge Beach. The USACE values 

are shown as lines.  The PlaNYC values are shown as vertical bars.  The height of 

vertical bar represents the range of variation of the SLC model data. Blue line and bar 

correspond to the "low" estimates and the red corresponds to the "high" estimates for 

both USACE and PlaNYC values. 

Sea level change has the potential to greatly affect Brooklyn Bridge Beach.  As the 

sea level rises, the amount of time each day that the beach is exposed, as well as the 

total area of beach that is exposed, will decrease. Additionally, the longshore 

sediment transport may be affected by higher water levels. The depth of the water 

affects the wind-generated waves, which in turn, affects the longshore sediment 

transport.  Proposed modifications to the existing beach should consider sea level 

change.  
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Flood Zone Maps 
Brooklyn Bridge Beach is found on Federal Emergency Management Agency's 

(FEMA) Preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Map 3604970203G, published December 

5, 2013. Brooklyn Bridge Beach is located in a VE (EL 14) zone; relative to North 

American Vertical Datum (NAVD) 1988. As a comparison, the esplanade upland is at 

elevation +6 feet relative to NAVD 88.     

VE Zones are defined as areas subject to inundation by the 1- percent-annual-

chance flood event with additional hazards due to storm-induced velocity wave 

action4."   Changes to the site using artificial measures, as discussed below, may 

affect the beach flood designation and surrounding area. 

Artificial measures to stabilize and/or expand the site 
A number of artificial measures may be considered to stabilize or expand the site, 

including:  

• Fixed Breakwaters 

• Floating Wave Attenuators 

• Wave Fences/Screens 

• Artificial Islands 
 

Though different in terms of design, appearance, location and performance, each of 

these structures act by reducing the wave and current energy able to reach the 

beach.  The artificial measures discussed will not protect against storm surge, 

flooding, or sea level rise. Each of these artificial measures also has its own 

regulatory and design considerations, noted below.  

Fixed Breakwaters 

Fixed breakwaters, whether submerged or emergent, help to reduce wave action and 

erosion. Construction materials can vary but may include stone, engineered concrete 

blocks, steel sheet piles, or timber crib walls. An example of a series of fixed 

breakwaters is seen in Figure 6.  

                                                      
4 https://www.fema.gov/flood-zones# 
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Figure 6: Offshore Breakwater Example 

A fixed breakwater can be designed to be highly effective at calming the wave action 

at the site suitable for recreational purposes. The submerged portions of the 

breakwaters can also function similar to a reef by providing favorable benthic habitat. 

The relative deep water near-shore and silty river sediments may increase the size 

and cost of the breakwaters compared with other measures.  

Floating Wave Attenuators 

Floating wave attenuators, such as the example seen in Figure 7, are designed to 

reduce wave energy while having the ability to rise and fall with the tide. Floating 

wave attenuators are generally effective against short period waves, including mild 

wind-waves and wake-waves.  
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Figure 7:Floating Wave Attenuator Example 

A floating attenuator at the site would require substantial anchors, likely steel piles, 

due to the water depth, currents and river sediments.  Concrete floating docks are 

often used effectively as floating breakwaters.  Attenuators may also be designed to 

accommodate vegetation to create a floating island-type attenuator. 

Wave Fences/Screens  

Wave fences (or wave screens) are fixed structures that reduce both wave and 

current energy.  Fixed wave screens are typically slender in cross-section and are 

constructed using support piles, battered piles, and flat-faced panels oriented to block 

a portion of the incoming energy. 
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Figure 8: Wave Screen Example 

The effectiveness of the fence/screen depends on a number of factors including the 

top elevation, elevation off of the river bottom, gaps in the wave screen sections and 

gaps between individual panels.  Wave fences may be constructed of concrete, steel 

or timber, depending on the wave climate.   

A wave fence at the site would be effective at reducing incoming wave and current 

energies. The wave fence would likely extend above the normal high tide 

considerably when designed to account for storm surges and sea level change. This 

may present a visual nuisance when compared to other alternatives.  

Artificial Islands 

Artificial Islands are offshore structures created by man-made processes.  The 

Blueway Plan currently envisions a number of small artificial islands offshore of 

Brooklyn Bridge Beach.  The islands function similar to breakwaters, by reducing the 

wave and current energy able to reach the site.  Artificial islands would need to be 

designed such that they can withstand the wave and current energy they are 

intended to reduce.  Hard structure, in the form of stone, concrete or sheet pile would 

likely be required.  

The islands could potentially induce an alteration in the water circulation pattern 

causing erosive forces to increase on the Brooklyn Bridge or elsewhere in the 

general area. For instance, the configuration of the East River shoreline in the Beach 

area is not straight, both the ebbing and flooding tides are directed toward the 

Brooklyn Bridge Beach site. Currently, there is a large gyre created by the East River 

flows as it passes the South Street Seaport on flooding tides and the Pier 35 to 42 

structure on ebbing flows. The bathymetry of the Riverbed immediately off the beach 
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reflects these conditions. While the site is in relatively shallow water (two to seven 

feet at mean lower low water), the depth quickly increases to more than fifty feet just 

beyond the Manhattan side Brooklyn Bridge abutment structures. This topography 

leaves little area in which to place an artificial island let alone one which can be 

sufficiently armored to limit erosion of the material used to create the island.    

Any change in the water speed and wave action will alter the hydrodynamic 

properties of the area.  While lowering the energy at Brooklyn Bridge Beach will likely 

cause sedimentation in the immediate area, any intervention needs to be fully 

investigated using hydrodynamic computer models to ensure that changes to the 

system do not cause unwanted erosion or sedimentation elsewhere. 

Impact on benthic habitat and species 
The East River, especially in the vicinity of Brooklyn Bridge Beach, has low habitat 

value.  High current speeds are not conducive to providing habitat for benthic 

species.  Certain interventions, as proposed by the Blueway Plan, such as adding 

buffers to reduce wave and current energy have the potential to enhance the existing 

habitat.   

A nearby underwater investigation between the Brooklyn and Manhattan Bridges 

found that the river bottom consists of a very soft silt with diver mudline probes 

consistently three feet deep.  This substrate indicates it is prone to sediment 

movements  and therefore due to the shifting sediments, is less supportive of 

providing benthic habitat than other, more stable substrates, such as rocks, gravel 

and sand.     

The river bottom at Brooklyn Bridge Beach comprises a sandy substrate; however 

the current in the area is prohibitive to many benthic species.  Wave or current 

induced shifting of sediments along a seafloor is exclusionary for many species due 

to the abrasive action of the moving sand on exposed soft tissue.  This abrasive 

environment reduces habitat value for benthic species and limits or precludes 

successful colonization by them. 
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Figure 9: Blue Crab in Reef Ball, Hudson River, NYC 

The Blueway Plan suggests structures such as breakwaters and artificial islands to 

reduce wave and current energy.  The energy reducing structures would need to be 

constructed of a hard material, such as steel, concrete or stone.  In addition to the 

reduced energy inshore of the proposed structures, the material itself is more 

conducive to providing habitat for benthic species.  Other projects, such as 

placement of prefabricated concrete "reef balls", as seen in Figure 9, have been 

completed successfully in and around New York Harbor to provide shelter to benthic 

and subaqueous species.   

Similarly, the area appears to too exposed to currents and waves for a successful 

saltmarsh creation effort. However, stabilizing the area and attenuating erosional 

forces at work in the area could provide the necessary stability for such a saltmarsh 

creation.    

Impact on vessel navigation 
Significant vessel traffic exists in the area; tugs with and without barges, low and high 

speed ferries, deep draft ships, law enforcement vessels, and recreational vessels 

regularly transit the East River in the vicinity of Brooklyn Bridge Beach.  Potential 

modifications to Brooklyn Bridge Beach should be kept close to shore and away from 

the active navigation channel and bridge pier.   

Brooklyn Bridge Beach is approximately 40 feet behind the U.S. Bulkhead line and 

approximately 500 feet behind the U.S. Pierhead line.  The bulkhead line is the line 
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shown on zoning maps that divides the upland seaward portions of waterfront zoning 

lots.  The pierhead line is a line that defines the outermost seaward boundary that 

waterfront structures may extend offshore toward the federal navigation channel5.  

The Pierhead and Bulkhead lines may provide some insight on the limits of 

development of pile supported and solid fill structures in the vicinity of Brooklyn 

Bridge Beach althoughthese lines are no longer formally recognized by the USACE.  

Code of Federal Regulations Title 33 – Navigation and Navigable Waters states in 

part 320.4 – General Policies for Evaluating Permit Applications, states:  

ITEM (o) Navigation.  

(1) Section 11 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 authorized establishment 

of harbor lines shoreward of which no individual permits were required. 

Because harbor lines were established on the basis of navigation impacts only, 

the Corps of Engineers published a regulation on 27 May 1970 (33 CFR 

209.150) which declared that permits would thereafter be required for activities 

shoreward of the harbor lines. Review of applications would be based on a full 

public interest evaluation and harbor lines would serve as guidance for 

assessing navigation impacts. Accordingly, activities constructed shoreward of 

harbor lines prior to 27 May 1970 do not require specific authorization. 

 

Interventions such as breakwaters and offshore islands intended to slow water 

speeds and reduce wave action should be aligned such that the intervention is 

located within the U.S. Pierhead line so as to avoid impacts to commercial 

navigation.  Hard structures have the potential to alter existing current patterns; 

hydrodynamic models of proposed interventions should be developed to ensure that 

any proposed changes do not have an adverse impact on navigation. Additionally, 

interventions inshore of the pierhead line should be clearly marked with aids to 

navigation to avoid adverse impacts on safe recreational vessel navigation. 

The U.S. Coast Guard has established safety and security zones throughout the 

harbor, which includes waters within 25 yards of the west pier of the Brooklyn Bridge. 

Vessels are not permitted to enter or transit through this zone without prior 

authorization from the Coast Guard. The bridge pier is approximately 300 feet from 

the beach and would not limit access, however prudent measures should be 

considered to warn vessels of this restriction. 

Recreational uses such as swimming or small human powered boats in which the 

public enters the water should maintain a substantial clear distance to the 

commercial channel due to safety concerns to both recreational and commercial 

users.   

                                                      
5 http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/zone/glossary.shtml#waterfront_area  
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Impact from nearby development 
There is some evidence that the South Street Seaport pier complex of Piers 15 to 17 

facilitate the beach’s continued presence.  These large piers with many piles act to 

slow some of the current flow along the bank of the East River.  

The Howard Hughes Corporation has proposed a marina at Pier 17 that extends 

northeast towards Brooklyn Bridge Beach.  The current plan6 proposes a marina with 

public access.  Features of the marina such as fixed or floating breakwaters, piles 

and floating docks are likely to affect existing hydrodynamics and associated 

erosion/deposition patterns in the area.  Due to the tidal nature of the river (i.e. 

current flowing both directions) it will be difficult to predict the impacts of the 

proposed marina on Brooklyn Bridge Beach without hydrodynamic modeling and 

sediment transport modeling.  These types of analyses are recommended for 

proposed nearby developments to determine their effect upon Brooklyn Bridge 

Beach.   

Brooklyn Bridge Beach is bordered immediately to the north and south by Combined 

Sewer Outfalls (CSOs). As the tidal current moves both north (flood) and south (ebb), 

there are concerns regarding water quality along this reach of the waterway due, in 

part, to the CSOs.  Due to water quality concerns, caution should be used in 

promoting the use of the beach as a public swimming area. In lieu of direct contact, 

we recommend alternative engagement strategies, such as fishing overlooks, or 

separate, shallow wading pools independent of the river.  

Water Quality  
The water quality in the lower East River is not likely to be suitable for water contact 

activities. Further, Brooklyn Bridge Beach is bounded immediately to the north and 

south by combined sewer outfalls (CSOs).  With these constraints in place, it would 

appear more appropriate to target activities that focus on use of the dry beach as a 

“sunning” area or launch site for kayak and other small watercraft along with 

improved fishing access opportunities rather than thinking in terms of swimming. The 

current velocity in the general area would further reduce the safety of bathing from 

the beach.  

Environmental regulation implications 
The environmental permitting implications of fixed / floating breakwaters depend on 

the nature of the materials being proposed and the objectives of using one or more 

types of such devices. Floating breakwaters are considered Section 10 “structures” 

                                                      
6 http://sss.efront-flare.com.au/docs/seaport-mixed-use-press-release-11.13.pdf  
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under the Federal Rivers and Harbors Act for purposes of permitting and are not as 

constrained in acceptability as are fixed breakwaters or “fills” comprised of materials 

placed in a waterway. The family of activities considered “fills” such as rubble mound 

breakwaters or wave attenuating concrete devices are subjected to an alternatives 

assessment and water dependency evaluation under Section 404 of the Federal 

Clean Water Act. The State of New York Environmental Regulations: Sections on 

Use and Protection of Waters and Tidal Wetlands – Land Use Regulations (Part 608 

& 661) follow a similar track of restricting use of New York Waters.   

The permitting implications of artificial islands (fill in navigable waterways) is even 

more complicated and fraught with complications. Beyond the water dependency 

issues noted above, placing a structure offshore of Brooklyn Bridge Beach increases 

the likelihood that erosive forces could attack the fill and/or be exacerbated or 

redirected to less stable areas.  

From a regulatory standpoint, projects that enable public access to the water are 

desirable. Perhaps the easiest regulatory challenge would be obtaining authorization 

to modify the seawall to include public access to the sandy beach. “Get downs” have 

been in vogue along the City shoreline for about two decades. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
The Blueway Plan proposes many desirable features for public engagement of the 

East River.  Upland improvements, including sidewalk improvements, informational 

signs and fish piers are relatively inexpensive methods to improve the aesthetic 

appearance of the area and allow the public to engage the river.  Ecological 

enhancement activities which engage the public without providing the public access 

to the water appear to be an attractive option. Minor structural interventions such as 

small reefs would add favorable benthic habitat to an otherwise unfavorable area of 

the river. Shoreline plantings similar to those done at Brooklyn Bridge Park may also 

perform favorably at this location. 

However, due to existing site conditions and other ongoing uses in the vicinity of 

Brooklyn Bridge Beach, OCC|COWI does not recommend allowing swimming or 

small recreational boat launching and landing at Brooklyn Bridge Beach without 

significant changes to the existing environment.  High current speeds where peak 

current flows may exceed the comfortable limit for recreational kayaking and 

canoeing interface with the East River's busy vessel traffic to create a very 

challenging and dangerous condition for public access to the water.   

Derelict remnants of previous pier structures and the presence of combined sewer 

outfalls (CSO) both immediately north and south of the site create additional hazards 

to direct human interaction with the water. The presence of the CSOs and associate 

water quality may also present a risk to the public.  
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More substantial interventions, such as methods intended to reduce wave and 

current energy at Brooklyn Bridge Beach, such as fixed and floating breakwaters, 

wave fences and artificial islands may create a depositional environment that 

artificially expands the extents of the beach.  However, these interventions are 

relatively expensive and may require substantial regulatory approval processes, or 

may be prohibited altogether.  Additionally, hydrodynamic and sediment transport 

models should be developed of proposed modifications in order to understand their 

effects on the stability of the beach, adjacent structures and navigation.   

 


